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Bannack
Bannack, Chost Town in Montana still keeps the history 
of all its owners. Gold found in the area attracted a lot 
of settlers, but as the new, more resourceful, places were 
found the town got empty. I felt like that was as real wild 2 
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Old houses and equipment left behind tell the story of 
town, but people, surely, add to the whole picture. I love 
shooting portraits! There is so much a face can tell: life’s 
battles and victories, losses and gains! 5

Portraits
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Portraits
Life is so unpredictable and you never know what might 
happen around the corner: friends become foes and 
strangers your close ones. You have to constantly watch 
for good and hold tightly unto it.
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Commercial 
9

They say that fashion returns, and this 21 century purse 
seems to prove this point. Old Wild West vibe of Bannack 
made a perfect background for possible commercial shoot. 
Background can make or break the item advertised. 



 

Macro photography allows you to see the word in a new 
different way! It is a great opportunity not only to focus on 
details, but put them on the pedestal celebrating the beauty 
in small things!

Macro
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When you find yourself in the open space surrounded by 
the grandeur of the nature, you realize how small you are, 
but how much is there to do! That’s how I felt shooting 
lanscape. 

Landscape
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Perspective
When I struggle with ideas for pictures shooting from 
different perspective works great! Different angles let 
you examine the object and find something you wouldn’t 
notice before!
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Depth of  field
Depth of field means how much in your photo you have in 
focus. Shallow depth of field have a few things in focus, it gives 
that blur background effect. My friend wanted to have some 
pictures taken, but I just couldn’t neglect the blossoms!
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Fine art
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We get so caught up in the everyday routine, so we forget 
the little details that make our life. Ordinary objects can 
become a real art! You don’t need much, but everything 
genius is simple!
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I picked up photography just a year ago. I borrowed my first  DSLR 
camera form a friend, and I had no idea how to shoot manual. 
The settings were a whole new world to me, but learning from 
professionals, reading online and playing around with camera 
came in handy and something good started to come up.
I’m still playing around , but a lot more now.  

About me
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